those more particularly affecting infants and children. But that the practice of an every-day routinism of therapeutic interference is sufficiently and widely enough exerted, there can be no doubt whatever; and it is remarkable to observe the often apparent nonchalance with which the treatment of the most serious afiections is undertaken, and the impression which appears to exist as to the facility and safety with which, as it is termed, children may be " doctored." But not only?as a general rule? is there a most sad and grievous want existing in the ranks of the profession, as to clear and precise views of the nature and pathology of the disorders of early life, and consequently often a recklessness as totheir management, but, as a consequence of this assumed facile acquirement of their knowledge and treatment, the latter is made to constitute one of the more lucrative branches of " counter-practice"?a practice carried on by men who cannot properly be supposed to possess an iota of the necessary attainment. And not only do medical practitioners and druggists treat lightly these peculiar and frequently eventful affections, but nurses, old women, and " skillie wives" enter the arena of medical warfare boldly on their behalf, and often claim a sort of right, by hereditary descent, to undertake their management. Of course the power thus vested in the hands of so many, to treat disorders of a peculiar character, proceeds in part, at least, from a like belief in such facility of their comprehension on the part of the parent and the public ; and we are not stating an untruth, we believe, when we say, that there exists many a father who considers a particular medical man as "all very well for the children," though he refuses to trust his own case in his hands. Frequently, too, we have heard mothers assert that they send for Mr. So-and-so, It is freely admitted by those persons, that the affections of childhood do really require particular study and attention ; but, in attempting to bestow such, they meet with difficulties which dishearten them and make them abandon the duty in despair. As Dr. West remarks,? [April, " Some practitioners never surmount these difficulties, and the diseases are consequently a sealed book to them. After a time they grow satisfied with their ignorance, and will then with the greatest gravity assure you that the attempt to understand these affections is useless. They have fallen into this unfortunate error from not taking the pains to start aright. " (p. 3.) That such persons will leave the sick-room little wiser than when they entered it, and may remain convinced of the impossibility of 
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